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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Hello, I am Mark Gilbertson, Associate Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Regulatory and Policy Affairs.  -It is great to be here today to talk with you all.  We have a lot going on and it’s my pleasure to brief you this morning.  
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Regulatory Reform Drivers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Executive Order 13777- Signed February 24th, 2017Seeks to alleviate unnecessary regulatory burdens in coordination with several other E.O’s, including EO 13771, Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs. Each Department was tasked with establishing a Regulatory Reform Task Force to evaluate existing regulations and make recommendations to the agency head regarding their repeal, replacement, or modification, attempting to identify regulations that:Eliminate jobs or inhibit job creationAre outdated, unnecessary, or ineffectiveImpose costs that exceed benefitsCreate inconsistency or interfere with regulatory reform initiatives and policiesOr rely on data, information, or methods that are not publically available or are insufficiently transparentAs part of the ongoing efforts required by the Presidents EO the Department of Energy has been vigorously pursing regulatory reform internally and with input from stakeholder and partners in our mission. Subsequently, in December 2017 Secretary Perry issued a Memorandum for Heads of Departmental Elements regarding FACA’s and Regulatory Reform, which must be considered at the next meeting. This memo orders each FACA, in carrying out the charges for which they were created, to consider regulatory reform and to provide appropriate advice and recommendations on DOE regulations, guidance, or policies.Particular emphasis in suggestions concerning how DOE regulations, guidance, or policies can be improved, streamlined, or eliminated. 
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DOE-EM Regulatory Reform Efforts

DOE's Directives Review Board
• Directives are DOE's internal regulatory and guidance documents. 
• DRB meets regularly to revise, remove, and create Directives to ensure the 

Department operates effectively and efficiently

DOE Policy 451.1, National Environmental Policy Act Compliance 
Program

• Opportunities to streamline the process to make NEPA more efficient and 
effective

• Places responsibility and authority for NEPA on Heads of Departmental 
Elements

DOE Order 435.1 Program Update

• Upgraded DOE 435.1 oversight program in response to 2014 WIPP incidents 

• Interpretation of the Definition of High-Level Radioactive Waste (HLW): No 
decisions have been made

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DRBRegulatory reform efforts of the DRB are focused on:Streamlining contract requirements to be consistent and allow flexibility in meeting requirementsDelegating authorities and responsibilities to program offices to decrease administrative burden and improve decision makingConsolidating guidance documentsAllowing program offices to tailor implantation while maintaining exceptional qualityImprove project management, security, and emergency managementNEPA Policy and GuidanceDOE Regulatory Reform Task Force formed a NEPA Working Group to evaluate potential reforms to increase flexibility and reduce operating costs and delays by streamlining operations.  DOE Policy 451.1, National Environmental Policy Act Compliance Program, was issued on December 21, 2017, and cancelled the Order.Under the new Policy, responsibilities and authorities for NEPA compliance have been delegated down to the Heads of Departmental Elements. The Policy no longer requires General Counsel to approve Environmental Impact Statements (EISs) or concur with Records of Decision and related NEPA actions, though they are available for consultation. The Assistant Secretary for EM must “maintain and delegate responsibility for NEPA compliance” and must “develop and maintain updated Departmental Element specific resources, as needed.”  In response, EM is developing an implementation plan, an EM Standard Operating Procedure for NEPA, and an EM NEPA desk reference, with the goal of completing implementation of the Policy by the end of the year.  DOE Order 435.1 Program UpdateEM significantly upgraded its DOE 435.1 oversight program in response to the Judgment of Needs contained in the Accident Investigations on the 2014 WIPP incidents Definition of HLW: No decisions have been made on changing the Department’s interpretation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act definition of HLW.   An option under consideration is to interpret the definition of HLW to account for relative risk based on the level of radioactivity.  This would replace the current approach of managing wastes resulting from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel based on its source
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Strengthening Relationships with Regulators
• Streamline and improve efficiency/effectiveness of cleanup
• Working with Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Headquarters to address EPA’s 

Superfund Task Force Recommendations
o EPA Administrator elevated the approval authority to the Administrator for CERCLA RODs 

with remedial actions cost greater than $50M

EPA Dialogue Meetings
• EPA Headquarters and regional administrators, state regulators, and DOE come 

together to identify and resolve issues and challenges in support of an effective and 
efficient cleanup

• Facilitated by the Environmental Council of States

Opportunities to Improve Contracting 
• Management and Operations Contracts and Cleanup Contracts

• Review underway by EM’s acquisition organization

• Receiving input from EFCOG and others

Regulatory Reform cont.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strengthening Relationships with Regulators The DOE environmental cleanup is the third largest liability of the federal government, third only to federal debt securities held by the public and accrued interest and federal employee and veteran benefits payable. EM and EPA are both focused on streamlining and improving the efficiency/effectiveness of Superfund cleanup and we want to strengthen our relationship with EPA and look at opportunities to work together addressing the recommendations from EPA’s Superfund Task Force Report issued last July. While we are interested in opportunities for expediting cleanup and remediation from all the Report recommendations, we are focused on three recommendations that apply to federal facilities:improving the dispute resolution processrevising enforcement guidanceand improving engagement with federal agenciesEPA administrator elevated the approval authority to the Administrator for CERCLA RODs whose remedial actions cost more $50M, recognizing the need for his involvement early in the processEPA Dialogue MeetingsEngaged with EPA Headquarters, the Regions, the State regulators, facilitated by the Environmental Council of States, to identify and resolve issues and challenges in support of an effective and efficient cleanup.
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Backup Slides
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Key Priorities

Key Priorities 

• Regulatory reform opportunities to improve effectiveness and 
efficiency of cleanup

• Risk based disposal policy and strategies to ensure safe disposal of EM 
waste

• WIPP status and transuranic waste
• Self-regulation of radioactive waste disposal through the Low-Level 

Waste Disposal Facility Federal Review Group
• Certification of radioactive and other hazardous materials 

transportation packages
• Policy/planning for new decontamination and decommissioning 

projects, infrastructure improvements, and excess facility transfers
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